
Electrolyte Hydration

Physical activity and high temperatures can quickly deplete us of essential electrolytes, but common sugary sports
drinks do little to help us recover.

Fulvic 400X provides robust electrolyte support and with the help of fulvic, quickly gets those important minerals into
our cells where they are needed most. *

Nutrient Absorption

Damaged GI tracts and low-energy cells can limit our ability to get nutrients where they're needed. As a result, our
bodies simply don't function they way they should.

Fulvic molecules can recharge our cells allowing them to easily take in the nutrients they need. Plus, fulvic molecules
can bind with nutrients in our GI tracts and help carry them to cells throughout our bodies. *

Oxidative Stress

All day long our cells are bombarded by free radicals. Also known as oxidative stress, this process can damage cells
leading to wide-spread inflammation and premature aging.

Fulvic 400X has high antioxidant activity that can help neutralize these free radicals and limit their ability to damage
our cells. *

Detoxification

As our cells go about their daily tasks, they naturally create toxic byproducts. Healthy cells easily release these toxins
so they can be removed from our bodies. Unfortunately, due to various causes, our cells may not be be able to release
these toxins.

Fulvic 400X can help our cells open the doors and clear out all the junk that's slowing them down. *

Fulvic 400X is the Champion

of Dietary Supplements.

Fulvic 400X helps your body function better at the cellular level
and improves the absorption of all other supplements

boosting their effectiveness. *
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*These statements have not been approved by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is a
dietary supplement and not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Check with your healthcare practitioner or
supplement provider to purchase.

If You Want Healthy, Optimally Functioning Cells...

You Need Super-Concentrate
Fulvic 400X

"I have suffered from muscle pain and cramping for years. My doctor suggested I try the
400X Fulvic concentrate and it has changed my life. Much less pain and cramping is

completely gone." - Barbara H.

"The Fulvic 400X is a fast and easy way
to replace lost minerals from my

workouts. It is a fantastic product."
-William R.

"Fulvic 400X was a game changer for
me when other minerals

did nothing."
-Catherine


